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M-uuSRI -VAsTlNIDYAsAsrM AJt) 11£ ANCIENT SINHPLESE
M)NASTIC ARCHITECTURE (

The discovery of the existence of the only manuscript
ava!lable of the Manjusri-bh~?ita-vastuvidyasastralcitrakar-
masastra !n a temple near Gampola nearly thirty years ago
and its subsequent acquisition by the Department of National
Archives are significant events in the history of palmleaf
manuscripts in Sri Lanka.1 The importance of this valuable
find to the study of ancient Buddhist monastic architecture
and ic~nography ca~ot be over-estimated. The Sariputra-

.bimbamana and the Alekhyalakt}a't}a,two other Sanskrit ~ilpa
texts found in Sri Lanka,2 are works dealing with the art
of image-making, while the present work, besides being even
!DOreexhaustive than either work in its section on Buddhist
iconography. provides us for the first time with a unique
account of the method in which Buddhist monasteries were

, --constructed in ancient Sri Lanka.

The work is unmistakably a product of the Mahayana
school. Apart from its authorship being ascribed to Ma~ju$ri.
the Bodhisattva of Wisdom and Learning, it gives descriptions
of the five SambhogaK~ya Buddhas and the eight Great Bodhisat-
t~~ in connection with the arrangement of the st.atues in the
sanctum sanctorum of the image-house and also mentions the
Buddha Saktis. Mahayanic gods and minor deities ,in its section
on iconography. The figures of the five Divine Buddhas are
among the objects to be deposited in the site of' a caitya as
well as in the reliquary underneath a Buddha statue. It is
proven beyond doubt that the enshrining of a mania-a inscribed
on a metal plate in the relic chamber of a caitya was also a

1. This work has been edited for the first time by the
present writer and will be published shortly together
with an English translation.

I _

2. Sariputra and Alekhyalak~a't}a: Zwei Texte zur propor-
tionslehre in der indischen und ceylonischen Kunst.
ed.by Hans Ruelius. GOttingen (1974).
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Mahayanic practice.3

The manuscript contains sixty leaves written on both
sides, with six to eight lines to a page. The leaves measure
approximately 40.5 cm. by 4.2 cm. and are numbered on the
recto from 'ka' to 'ghe', beginning with the second leaf.

-The recto of the first leaf carries the customary formula
svasti siddham. The text ends halfway on the recto of the
56th leaf and is followed by a.couple of mantras and port-
ions of an unknown text in corrupt Sanskrit, which has no
bearing on the work under discussion.

The text, written in Sinhalese characters, is fairly
legible, and the script reasonably uniform. The ma.nuscript
is in good condition except for a few leaves which are
damaged at the edges. The text, however, is corrupt, as is
the case with most silpa texts, and there are obvious scribal
errors~ lacunae and interpolations. In keeping with the
silpasastra tradition, the contents of the text are given in
the introductory chapter, although some of the topics listed
are not discussed in the text at all.

The Place and the Date of the Work.,

As can be judged from the script and the excellent condi-
tion of the material, the manuscript itself cannot be more
than two hundred years old. The contents and the treatment,
however, indicate that the'original text belonged to a much
earlier period, dating back perhaps several cen~uries. Some
scholars are prone to believe that the text is a product of
South India on the ground that it shares certain common traits
with such South Indian silpa texts as the iasyapasiZpa and the

" Mayamata.4 We should not be surprised to find one si.lpa text
having much in common with another with regard to subject-
matter, style or treatment, even though the two works may have

3. Manjuiribhcu;;ita-vastuvidyasastra (hereinafter abbreviated
as VVS.) (unpublished typescript), iii, 103-105.

4. Ruellus, Hans. 'ManjuSribhCzsita-citrakarmasastra: a MahG-
yanistic Ai lpalas·tra from SM: Lanka', In Buddhiem in .
Ceylon and Studies on Religious Syncretism in Buddhist
Countries: a report on a symposium in GOttingen, ed. by
Heinz Bechert. GOttingen. (1978) p. 98.
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been written at places geographically separated trom ~ne
another. On the other hand, our text displays, as we shall
see later, remarkable originality in many respects, and we
have yet to find a parallel among the existing Indian
treatises on architecture and iconography. In tact, almost
all the siZpa texts so tar discovered in South India deal
~xclusively with Hindu architecture and iconography, and it
any topics relating to Buddhist art have been discussed in
them, it has been done so only in a casual manner. Our
text, on the other hand, is exclusively devoted to Buddhist
art and not a single copy ot it has so far been found any-.
where in India. We cannot assign any ot the existing import-
ant siZpa texts found in "India to a period much earlier than
the 10th century A.C., although Acharya attempts to place

'the Manasara as far back as the Gueta eeriod.5 As work of
the later researchers shows, the Manasara cannot have been
written before the 11th century A.C., and is most probably
later_than t~e May~ata (19th century A.C.) and even the
Samaranganasutradhara (11th century A.C.).6 It is also hard
to believe that there was any incentive or necessity on the
part ot South Indian writers to compile Buddhist siZpa texts
at a time when Buddhist architecture had become a thing ot
!h! past in that regiQn.7 Moreover, the various types of
arama layouts discussed in our text do not contorm to any
existing vinara types in the Deccan, which are mainly carved
out of rocks and hill sides.8 It is quite certain that the
types ot monastery describep herein were those to be located
in open space, with a retaining wall supporting a raised
qua4rangle containing the building complex, which is encircled
by • walk and a moat, beyond Wll:iiOh lay a coconut ,ereca or

5; P.I. Acharya, Indian architecture according to Manasara-
siZpasastra. 2nd ed. New Delhi, (1981) p. 193-198.

6. Tarapada Bhattacharyya, A Study on Vastuvidya or Canons
of Indian Architecture. Pat.na, (1947), p , 192-1.97.

7. Percy Brown, Indian Architecture (Buddhist and Hindu
Periods). Bombay, (1959) p. 71 f.

8. op.cit., p. 36 f.
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bamboo grove;9 and there are strikin! similarities ~tween
these aramas and those found in Anuradhapura and PoIonnar-uva.

The Bimbamanat_POpul~lY called Sariputrat 10 written
most probably in Sri Lanka (though Coomaraswamy is inclined
to believe that it has been written in India11), bears many
resemblances to the present work with regard to content,
language and style. Linguistic evidence too points to the
same direction. Expressions like navadasa and navasasti for. ~'"nineteen and sixty-nine respectively betray influence of
Sinhala. It is also significant that the work, in its chapter
on the aaityat enumerates only five aaitya types, four of
which are commonly found in SrI ,Lanka, but leaves out the
ghatakara (pot-shaped) and the amaZaka (myrobalan-shaped~
varieties, examples of which can only be seen in India.1

The terminology used too differs from that of the Indian
texts. Our text regularly uses the term caitya for the
edifice, with one solitary exception,13 while stupa is the
more commonly used word ln Indian works. The central pillar,
standing erect inside the dome of a aaitya, and the pole _
which supported the chatra are called gajastambha or gajapa-
da(ka) and ahatradanda respectively,14 as distinguished from
the Indian terminol~gy which calls them yupa and ya~~i
respectively.

9.
10.

VVS., ii, 555-576.
This work was first published under the title Sariputra-
$rava,o-bimbaprama~am, along with a commentary in Sinhala
by M. Sirivimala Thera in 1924. Subsequently Hans Ruellus
prepared an edition of Sariputra and AlekhyaZak~a~a,
together with a German translation for his Ph.D. of
GOttingen University. See note 2 above.
A.K. Coomaraswamy, Mediaeval Sinhalese Art, 2nd ed. New
York, (1979) p. 163.
VVS., Hi, 4-6.
op , cit., Hi, 578.
op.cit., lii, 86-96.

11.

12.
13.
14.
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Although our temptation to conclude that the Vastuvid-
ya~ast!'a is indebted to the Mayarnataand the KasyapasiZpa on
account of certain similarities the three works share is
irresistibleI the Vastu1Jidya8aBtl~a'S originaIi tyin content
and treatment and the absence ot conclusive evidence that it
had any knowledge of any of th~ In~ian silea_texts cannot be

.overlooked. If we do accept the Vastuvidyasastra's indebted-
ness to the Mayamata, we must take the 10th century A.C. as
i~s upper limit. That the Mayamata was a popular work in
Sri Lanka is borne out by the fact that a later Sinhalese
work on secular architecture has been named after it. But,
the latter w~rk is definitely much late'rthan the 13th cent-
ury. On the other hand, ,the affinities noticeable in these
works may rather suggest their dependence on a common source
than one work influencing the other.

The first few centuries beginning with the 4th century
A.C. were a period when the several Mahayanist sects had been
vigorously campaigning against the Theravadins for religious
supremacy. Qn s~veral occasions the Theravadins even aband-
oned the Mahavihara, their stron~hold, when their very
existence was threatened by the hostile attitude of the ruler
who had been won over by the Abhayagiri Fraternity.15 Although
the Mahayanists could'never dominate the religious scene but
tor brief durations, they continued to exercise a strong influ-
ence on the religious life ot the community right into the
beginning of the second millennium. Nonetheless, the dawn ~f
the 13th century saw a decline of Buddhism in general in Sri
Lanka. The Mahayanists could never recapt~r~ their lost posi-
tion, and it is very unlikely that any Mahayanist texts were
written after this period. The 12th century was not only the
period in which most of the Buddhist monasteries and other
edifices were erected in Polonnaruva but also a time which
law a revival of Pali and Sanskrit scholarship.16 We may,
therefore, fix the 12th century A.C. as the lower limit for
the work.

15. Ma~vamsa) ed. by Wilhelm Geiger, P.T.S., (1958) xxxvii,
3-7; 32-38. See also Walpola Rahula, Histo!'y of Buddhism
in Ceulon. Colombo, (1956) p. 78-111; G.P. Malalasekera,
The PaZi Literature of Ceylon. Colombo (1928) p. 51-64.

16. University of Ceylon,History of Ceylon, Vol. I, Pt.2.
Colombo, (1960) p. 585-604; E.W. Ad:ikaram, History of
Buddhism in Ceylon. Migoda, (1964) p. 91 f.
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The internal evidence, however, points to a much earlier
date. The section coming under the present survey (i:e.,
Chapters 1 & 2) is entirely devoted to the layout of Buddhist
monasteries and the description of their important edifices.
A striking feature of the architecture of these buildings is
the exclusive use of brick and timber for the superstructure .
.There is express mention of the employment of wooden columns
even for the image-bouse, the largest building next to the
cgitya, but no evidence at all of the use of stone pillars.17
Senske Bandaranayake observes that the increasing use of stone
for building purposes in Sri Lanka is a trend that started
around tbe 5tb century A.C ..18 In this connection Chapter 3,
dealing with caitya construction, is also significant. The
type of caitya discussed here clearly belongs to a date
earlier than the 7th century A.C. The important features
of the type of caitya discussed in the work, such as the
gajastambha made of wood (which was later replaced by the.stone
pillar), the pile of wooden umbrellas (the Erototype of the
present spire), the gem-depository (ratnanyasa or yantraga~
in Sinbala) placed above the uppermost cbamber, and the strong
possibility of the reliquary being placed in the r~rmika
(sivuraskotuva in Sinbala), all heavily favour a very early•date. Thus, if tbe work bas recorded the practice that was in
vogue in its day, it sbould belong to a date not later than
the 5tb or 6th century A.C.

Of the four types of monastery which sprang·up in and
around Anuradhapura and attained full development in the 8!h
century A.C., tbe organic monastery represented 9Y the Maha-
vihara, the Abhayagirivihara and the Jetavanavihara is undoub-
tedly the earliest, with a history dating back to the 3rd
century B.C. Although these monasteries evolved round four
major edifices, viz., the stupa. the bodhivesman or bodhi-
ghara, the uposathagrha and the image-house (which joined
the group rather late), scholars and archaeologists have found
it difficult to discern in these monasteries any preconceived
architectural plan. However, the Ma~bodhiv~sa, a Pali work

17. VVS., ii, 354 f., 447.
18'. Senske Bandaranayake, Sinhalese Monastic A:r>chitecture;

the VifU:a.asof AnUl,ad.hapura. Leiden, (1974) p. 25.
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written in t~e la~t quarter of the 10th century A.C ..19 and
the Saddharmalankara~a, a Sinhalese class!c c~mposed·between
1398 and 1410 A.C.,2_ record that the Mahavihara was planned
at the behest of Devanampiyatissa in accordance with the
laY2u! known as Si~avikranta, one of the twenty-tour types
of arama layout described in our text. From the almost iden-
tical accounts given in the two works it may be surmised that
the positioning of the edifices according to the Simhavikranta
layout followed the posture assumed by an imaginary'lion
looking back, with its head turned from the right. Explain-
ine the positions of the nine major edifices within the monas-
te!y-precincts, the two works stat~ th!t_the bodhiahara, the
prasa4a, !he assembly-hall (sannipatas£~), the dha!ug~a,
the rasimalika, the refectory (bhattasala), the mahathupa, the
well and the image-house were to be located at the points where
the tip of the tail, the right foot, the left foot, the naval,
the left side of the belly, the right hand, the left hand,
the neck and the gaze of the lion, (sitting in relaxed posi-
tion and looking back by turning its head from the right)
touched the ground.2: _ThiS arrangement, however, would fit
better into the 8imbarama proper, with the main entrance to. -the west, than to either of the Simbavikranta types given in.- -our text. It appears that the Si'!lharamalayout, with the
main entrance in the east, was thought by the author of the
Mahabodhiv~sa (whose tradition the latter work closely
tollows) to be the regular type and the layout, with the main
entrance to the west, to ~e its vikranta (or alternate pla~),
whereas our texts has two separate plans lor the Simhavikran-
ta.22 The Saddharmaratnakaraya, another Sinhales; classic
belonging to the same period, gives the credit of replanning

19. G.P. Malalasekera, op.cit., p. 256; University of Ceylon.
op.cit., vol. I, pt. I, (1959) p. 393.

20. P.B. Sannasgala, SinhaZa Sahitya V~$aya, Colombo, (1961)
p. 227; see also C.E. Godakumbura, SinhaZese Literature,
Colombo, (1955) p. 89 f.

21. The Mah.abodhivamsa, ed. by 8. Arthur Strong, London,
(1891) p. 137; Saddharma Zahkaraya , ed. by K. Jfianavimala
Thera. Colombo, (1954) p. 409.

22. VVS., ii, 166-171.
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the Mahavihara on the lines of Sil!iliavikrantato Du~~hag8m~i.
It is !nteresting to note that, in the account given here,
the dhatughara, which was probably no longer considered a
must in the shrine complex, has been_o~~ted, and the well
has been replaced by the Kal!~haka etupa; (Fig .1)

Despite the fact that these are the first references we
come across to the E!arl:1.estmonastery in sri Lailka, supposedly
being laid out ~c~ording to an established plan, it is very
unlikelr that Devanampiyatissa, or for,that matter eve~
Du~~hagama~i, had any prior knowledge of such a silpasastpa
lore. The account given in the Mahabodhivamsa may, there-
fore, be described as an attempt to provide' a scientific

base to_the_already existing plan of
the Mahavihara. Nevertheless, these
references may be accepted as valua-
ble evidence to prove that the Man-
jU$ri-vastuvidya~astra has recorded
a silpasQstra tradition that .as
very much a11ve in Sri Lanka, at lea.t
during the latter part of the f1r.t
millennium .

$hlt h&T&ln'l. ~i.~
i'entTa1t("e...in L-tJIt~ WU'£ ~

The Arama Layout.

As has been just .~ntloned, the
Vastuvidyahastra describes itidetail
the layout of twelve different monas-
tery types, with an alternate <vik-

ranta) plan for each, thus making a total of twentyfour basic
types. The number goes up as each basic type gives rise to
variant plans, according as the main entrance !s_located in
the east, south.Lwest or north. Two types,of arama , together
with their vikrantas, may have the main entrance in any of
the four directions, two types in the east or west, two
types in the south or north, one type in the east or south,
yet another type in the west or north, two type: in the east
only, and the remaining two inthesouth,only.2

Fig. 1

23. Saddharmaratmcka=aua, ed. by Sri Sugunas ara Devananda
Thera. Colombo, (1955) p. 358.'

24. VVS., ii, 117-276.
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The Vastuvidyasastra thus provides us with the earliest
examples of monasteries being planned strictly according to
a preconceived scheme. The base for t'his scheme is the vas-
tumandaZa, a kind of mystic diagram, which in the present..case is a grid containing nine or twenty-five equal squares.
The vastumandaZa grids used for preparing the layout of..Hindu temples are more elaborate, usually containing sixty-
four or eighty-one squares.25 Another difference between
these grids and those described in our text is that the
foraer are mainly used for laying out the ground-plan of'a
single structure, whereas the purpose of t"helatter is to
help locate the various edifices in a particular monastery
cOlllplex.26TheVastuvidyd/;astra is's!lent about the different
edifices being planned according to vastwna1'fifaUzs,a'lthough
there is no doubt that some such method was followed in pre-
paring ground-plans of such complex edifices as the image-
house.

The grid of ni~e squares is called the pitha and that of
twentyfive the upapipha. S!x of the twelve types of arama
are laid according to the pitha plan, while the rest follow
the upapipha plan. The Hastyarama and the Gokularama, two
types which have some relevance to our study here, are of the
upapipha variety. The ~i~arama just mentioned above is
laid according to the pi~ha plan. (Figs. 2 & 3)

E!ch squar!, or kaeiha, in the vastumarujaZa is dedicated
to a vastudevata, or deity presiding over the site, by whose _
nue the koetiha is generally known. Thus the koet.hae of the pi.thi
grid:are named atter th~ eight deities, Isa, A~i tya, Agni,
Y••a, Nirrta, Varu~a.&.Vayu and Soma, with Brahma occupying _
th$ central kostba~21 In the twenty-five-square grid Brahma
1',.&1nsin the centre, while the dikpalas are pushed to the
four corners and tour middle koeihae on the periphery. Thus

25. Se.,.Stella Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple, vol. I, Delhi,
(1946) p. 46-50. Even the VVS. recommends the grids
Parama~ayika (81 squares), Manduka (64 squares) and
Stha~~ila (49 squares) for ar~~nging the statues in the
sanctum sanctorum (vi, 52-101).

26. See op.ait., p. 227 f.
27. VVS. ii, 157 f.
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the deities occupying the 16 outer kosthas in clockwise
direction starting from the north-easi~rn kostha are as
fOllows: I~a, Jalanta, Aditya, Bhrsa, ~gni,·\Titatha, Yama,

Bhrngaraja, Nirrta, Sugrlva,. , -Varuna, Sosa, Vayu, llukhya,
Soma' and Aditi. The eight
inn~r ko~phas are occupied
by Apavatsa, Aryaman,cSavitr,
Vivasvat, Indra, Mitra, Ru~a
and Prthividhara.28

A sacred rule governing
the allocation of buildings
within a monastery 1s that
any particular edifice in the
complex should confine itself
to one ko~tha only and never
encroach upon a neighbouring
ko?tha. If done so, the con-
seq~ences will be disastrous.29

As a general rule, a single
kOf}pha in the upapipha plan
holds only one edifice, parti-

cularly if it is of the major type. Several unimportant
buildings may, however, be included within one kostha, but
this is not the regular practice. The pi~ha grid:' as it
contains only nine squares, has to accommodate more than one
building in a single kOfJpha." But even here care has been taken,
to leave, as far as is practicable, one whole kostha for a..major edifice.

~
4"" ~
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Prematilleke and Roland Silva were the first to suggest
that the formal layout of the pabbata-viharas evinced influ-
ence of Mahayana,30 the validity of which has been questioned

28.
29.

op.ait., ii, 95-104.
op.ait., 1i, 88, 90-94.

30. P.L. Prematilleke & R. Silva, A Buddhist Monastery Type
of Ancient Ceylon showing Mahayanist Influence in Artibus
Asiae, vol. 30 (1968), p. 61-84.



However, the Vastuvid~a~astra bears
shown later, that Mahayanist influence

played a major 'role in the laying
out of monasteries according to a
strictly regulated scheme even before
the pabbata-vihGras came into exist-
ence. The majority of these viharas
in fact represents only the final
phase of the decline of this influ-
ence. Commenting on the 21anned
layout of the pabbata-viharas Prema-
tilleke and Silva rightly observe
that the four buildings in the sacred
quadrangle are not symmetrically

PiTliA GRID positioned, and have attempted to
Fi 3 explain this seemingly ir~egular lay-

g. out from functional, aesthetic, reli-
lious and superstitious vi~weoints.32 A.M. Hocart too seems
inclined to think that Mahayanism has something to do with

.this laxity of orientation, wh1ch he views as a general tend-
ency that is seen in Sri Lanka.33 But we now know for cert-
ain that this seemingly aSYmmetrical layout has been one
which has heen caretuu.y designed by the planners, whose first
consideration was the conformity to the accepted' silpa~astra

.tradition, which could have certainly been influenced by one
or more ot the above factors.

bi Bandaranayake.31
evidence, as will be

VAYIJ SOMA TSA --

...

V,AltUAlIl GAAHMA AarT'YA

HrR(IlTA YA/IItA. __ ~}41
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The location of the edifices is generally determined by
the position of the main entrance, though there are a few

" buildings which are almost always located in specific. areas.
The work divides all edifices into two groups, the major
(mukhya) and the minor <gau1JCl). 34 The major edifices are

31. S. Bandaranayake, op.cit., p. 69 f.
32. 'P.L. Prematilleke & R. Silva, ibid., p. 64 f.
33. A.M. Hocart, 'Archaeological Summary' in Ceylon Journal

of Science, vol. 2, Section G. (Dec. 1928-Feb. 1933)
p. 11.

34.' VVS. ii, 531.
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five in number. They are the tour most important sacred
b~ildingsJ namely, !he caiLYG, !h~ bodhivesman, the prati-
malaua and the sabhaand the praeada ; which was certainl;y:
the residential qua~ters ot the monks.35 The word prasada
has been indiscriminately used by many scholars to denote
various types ot ecclesiastical and residential buildings,

-sometimes in a generic sense to mean any !YEe of building.
But our text expressly states that the prasada is the place
of residence for the monks, most probably for the chief i
incumbent and other senior monks of the monastery. 36 Its I_

location generally away from the centre of the quadrangle,
more specifically on the periphery or close to it, also
corroborates this statement. Senake Bandara!!a;y:akeis,
therefore, quite correct in including the prasada among the
residential buildings of a monastic establishment.37 On the
other hand, the sabhQ, now generally known as prasada, was a
religious building and occupied a vantage position, often at
the very centre of the complex. The name sabha itself
suggests that it was used as an assembly-hall, where the
community of monks gathered to perform ecclesiastical acts.
It was in all probability a single-storeyed building, rectan-
gular in shape and smaller than the image-house.

In each o! !he forty-six layouts pertaining to the twenty-
four types of arama described in our text, these five major
edifices are located according to a specific scheme. Eight of
the twelve major types receive their names from animals and
objects, whose form one may visualize (of course with a liberall

play of imagination) by following the positions -of these !i!e
edifices in the respective !YEes. We have thus the Hastla!ama
(elephant-shaped), the Si~arama (lion-shaped), the Dan9arama
(club-shaped), the Padm~rama (lotus-shaped), the BhUjaAgaPha-
narama (cobra-hood-shaped), the Hamsapak~a (swan-winged), the
Navakara (boat-shaped) and the Cak~arama (wheel-shaped). The
Bhik,u~yarama, as the name sug~e~ts, shou~~ be_a nunnery. How
the other three types, the Anvarama, the Sitalagulma and the
Gokularama received their names is hard to guess. (F1gs. 4 & 5)

35. op.cit., ii, 532.
3~ op.cit., i, 319.
37 . S. Bandaranayake, op . ct. ~., p. 266 f.



Although the positio~ ~f the several edifices vary
according to the types of arama, the application of certain
common principles lntheir distribution within the monastery
precincts is clearly discernible. The caitya and the bodhi-
vesman, for instance, are located in such a way that they
are the two edifices that first catch the eye of the devotee
who enters the sacred precincts, They usually stand on
either side of the pilgrim entering the monastery and rarely
are both placed on the same side. This point is amply illus-
trated by the existing pabbata-viJUiras. The image-house is
generally located in one of the koet.hae in the inner row of
the grid, sometimes in the central'kostha and rarely in the
last row of the upapip't.Cl,plan. Senak~'Bandaranayake may be
correct when he says that the image-house was the latest

addition to the group of major edi-
fices.38 Nevertheless, by the time the
Vastuvidyasastra was written, the i.age-
house as a major sacred edifice had
come to stay. And from the elaborate
description it gives of its superstru-
ture, with its various architectural
features and decorative elements, it
can be guessed that it was rated second
only to the caitya, to which the work
devotes a whole chapter.39

In the pabbata-vihQra; the only
self-contained Buddhist monastery type
belonging to the early period, the image-

house is a regular feature. Bandaranayake places this unique
class of religious establishreents between the 7th and the 10th
centuries.40. But to trace their origin we may have to go
several centuries back. The monastery at Kaludiyapokuna near
Slgiriya (the ancient Dakkhi~agiri-vihara) was originaily buH t

n
~

PadmArama with
Southern E'nttinc.e

Fig. 4
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The ~abbata-viharas

38. op.cit.) p. 194.
39. VVS., ii, 320-430.
40 ~ op: ci. t., p , 26 f.
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by Saddhatissa in the 1st century B.C.41 and later restored
or re-built by Dhatusena (6th century
A.C.).42 An inscription found on a
guards tone in this monastery has been
dated in the 7th century.43

Another very ~arly site is Paci-
natissapabbata-vihara, which was exca-
vated during the period 1941-1945.
This interesting monastery was founded
by Jet!hatissa I (c. 263-273 A.C.),
who like his famous younger brother
Mal'iasena,appe!r_to have been a suppor-
ter of the Mahayanists, for we hear that
he removed the gre!t_s~one image of the
Buddha from the Thuparama and installed
it in the new monastery.44 Certain

archaeological finds unearthed at this site belong to the
medieval times, which fact testifies that the monastery remain-
ed popular even after the capital was shifted to Polonnaruva.45
(Fig. 6)

,
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Fig. 5

Tbe pre!ent ruins at Puliyankulama, lying to the north-
east of Anuradhapura, belong to another ancient monastery of
tbe pabbata-vihara type, wbich Geiger identifies with the
Sotthiyakara-vibara established by Srtmeghavarna (c. 301-328),
son of Mahasena.46 Although he made amends fo; the wrongs
perpetrated by his father on tbe Mahavibara, if w~ can rely on
the account given by Fa Hsien, the Abhayagiri-vihara was the

41. Mahav~8a, ed. by Wilhelm Geiger, xxxiii, 7.
42. cUZav~8a, ed. by Wilhelm Geiger, vol. I, P.T.S., (1925)

xxxviii, 45-50.
43. Ceylon Journal of Science, vol. 2, Section G, p. 108.
44. MahQv~sa, xxxvi, 127 f.
45. ArchaeologicaL Survey of Ceylon, Report for 1940-45, I,

p. 22-25.
46. cUlav~saJ tr. by Wilhelm Geiger, Pt. 1, Colombo, (1953)

p. 6, Footnote 1.



The Vijayarama»
sLtuated about thre~
miles north of Anuradha-
pura» is the other pabba-
ta-vihGra which was un-
doubtedly a Mahayanist

proven_bl the plaques containing dhGra~i8 and
to Mahayanic divinities» found in the debris
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establishment, as
mantras addressed

most prestigious , -monastery during Sri-
meghavar~a's time .
This shows that the
monarch was more favou-
rably disposed towards
the Mahayana fraternity~7
If Geigerts identifica-
tion is correct, the
Sotthiyakara-vihara was
rebuilt by Sena I in the
9th century (833-853
A. C .) under the name
Pubbarama,48 which in
the next century was
restored by Ud! M~ay!
and renamed Udakitagbo-
pav_{Udaya-Kittaggabodbl-
vihara) after bimself
and his 90n.49 This
monastery remained
throughout a branc~ of
the Abhayagiri-vihara,
the_s!ronghold of the
Mabayanists.

47. Hiuen Tsiang. Buddhist Records of tihe WesteY'n WOY'Ui, tr.
by Samuel Beal» London, (1884) p. lxxv-lxxix.

48. A.M. Hocart» ibid. p. 10 f.; cUZavamsa, ed. by W. Geiger,
vol. 1, 1, 69.

49. Epigraphia ZeyZanica, vol. 1, p. 182.
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of the delapidated caitya.50 Although the present ruins
have been dated between the 7th and the 9th century A .'C.,as
can be judged trom the Sinhala script on the plaques, Burrows
believes the original monastery to be several centuries anter-
ior to the Christian era.51

The Toluvila ruins at Anuradhapura, which have been
assigned to the 9th century, 52 belong to a pabbata-inhara of
a,unique type, with two almost identical raised quadrangles,
one containing the sacred shrines and the other housing a
magniticient image-house surrounded by residential buildings
within the s~e moated site and connected by a straight path-
way.53 The arrangement ot the shrines in the sacred quadrang-
le follows a pattern similar to that adopted in the other
Ma-hi..yiinicmonasteries mentioned above.

However, the most important of the pabbata-vihQras r~le-
vant to our present stUdy consists of the monastic ruins at
Pankuliya on the left bank of the Malvatu-oya about 2i miles
north of Anuradhapura . While all the other pabbata-uiharae
have a separate raised quadrangle to accommodate the sacred
shrines, around which are scattered the dwelling cells ot the
monks and other ancillary buildings in a lower platform, the
monastery at Pankuliya has all the buil~ings located in one I
large quadrangle. An inscription of Aba Salamevan Abhaya
(Mahinda IV), found among the ruins, is an indication that the
monastery was restored by the monarch in the 9th ,century.
Kahinda IV is not known to have built any new monasteries
but restored a number ot them, where he has left his inscrip-
ti.ons.54 ·If the monastery was in a ruined stat~ in the 9th
century, requiring restoration, it must have originally been
built at least a couple ot centuries earlier.

50. A.S.C.A.R. (1891) p. 5; Sessional Paper xii (1896),
Appendix A, p. 464-67.

51. A.S.t.A.R. (1891) p. 2.
52. A.S.C.A.R. (1894) p. 4 t.
53. See Sessional Paper xii, (1889) p. 4 f.
54'. Cu Lauamea , ed. by Geiger, vol. 1, liv, 40-47.
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It should now be clear that all these pabbata-vihQras
have been either restored or completely renovated several
tiaes, thereby making it difficult for us to get a clear
picture as to how they looked in their original state. My
atteapt in the ensuing pages is) therefore, only to trace
the development of these so-called pabbata-vihQras by exami-
nine these ruins in their present state and with the help of
the inforaation furnished by the Vastuvidyasastra.

The type of monastery described_in the Vastuvidyaaastra
bears close resemblance to these viharas in that both types
have been la~d according to some clearly identifiable plan.
But the two types differ widely ,in one respect. In one type
all the residential and other ancillary buildings are located
tocether with the sacred edifices in the same precinct, while
in the other the four sacred buildings are located in a small
quadrangle, with residential buildingsaccoamodated in an
outer 21!tform lying between the quadrangle and the mo~t.
The prasadaJ which was reckoned as a major edifice in the
tormer, has been reduced to a second-rate building and banish-
ed fro. the sacred quadrangle of the pabbata-viharas to the
surrounding dwelling platform, and in some cases to the so-
called 'shrine co.pl~x·, which is connected with the main
quadrangle by a pathway. The term 'shrine complex' for this
cluster of buildings appears to me a misnomer because an image-
house 1s the only sacred edifice that can be found among the
several b~ildings in this complex. Toluvila, which has the
aost perfect building complex, proves beyond doubt that it
contained living quarters. There is an excellent urinal stone
at the 80uth-!ast corner (Agnibhaga), while the bhojanasaLa
and the bhaktalaua (kitchen) can be identified !'n the_north-
east corner, more precisely in the Jayanta and lsa bhaqas
respectively. 55 These provide sufficient evidence to prove

,&5. All stone slabs which formed the foundation of the build-
ing ~dentlfiable as the kitchen have just been 'removed by
soaeone and the dead grass was the sole witness to its
ODe-time existence. All traces of this structure will
thult soon vanish from the site. A few stone blocks from
the site of the bodhighara at Puliyankulama have similarly
disappeared. In view of this continued vandalism, it'is
esseptial that better security measures be taken to pro-
teet these very important sites, particularly those situa-
ted close to human settlements.
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that at least the chief incumbent resided within the pre-
cinct. There are stone foundations of at least two struc-
tures which_may have served as residential quarters, one in
the Indrabhaga and the other in the Vitatha and away from
the main entrance. The stone-paved space between the four

.corner-pillars at the back, which is a regular feature of
'the prasada, can be seen in both structures. Whether these
paved spaces were landings for wooden stair-cases56 or bore
masonry cupboards for the storage of books,57 the resident-
ial function of these buildings cannot be disputed. A
section of the community of monks.attached to the vihara may
have lived in the numerous kuirie in the area lying between. .the two quadrangles but probably visited the complex for
purposes of bathing, taking meals etc. The central shrine
may have invested the residential precincts with a touch of
sanctity. It may also have served as the main shrine for the,
resident monks in their daily obeisances, while the lay devo-
tees could use the shrines in the sacred quadrangle. Wikrama
gamage observes that some of the larger dwellings of the san
at Anuradhapura appear to have served as places of worship,
with a statue of the Buddha installed in the centre of the
ground floor.58 This_t~o shows that there was a need for the
resident monks of an _avasa to have objects of worship close
at hand for the performance of their daily rites. (Fig. 7)

56.
57.
58.

There has been no consensus of opinion about the identi-
fication of this main shr1~e in the Toluvila comt:>lex. There
is very little evidenc~ t~ sU~Eort the view that it may have
originally been a bodhi qhara . The edifice asi t stands
today possesses all the essential features of a typical prati
magrha.60 The absence of·any trace of the principal diol and. .

59.
6(1.

A.S.C.A.R. (1892). p. 3.
PrematUleke and SUva, ibid., p. 67, 79.
Chandra Wickramagamage, First Report Qf the ArchaeoZogi-
aaZ Exaavations at the Abhayagiri Vihara Complex (Sept.
1981- April, 1982), Colombo, (1984) p. 3.

See S. Bandaranayake, op.ait., p. 182 f.
Cf. Prematilleke and SUva ibid., p. 68; A.S.C.A.R.(lS94
p. 4.
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the fact that the sanctum sanctorum floor bears no evidence
of its having been paved cannot be taken as valid arguments
in support of a bodhighara theory. Both image-houses at
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Vijayarama and Puliyankulama are without their principal
idols. The presence o~ the yant~agala and the absence of
the statue would only suggest.that the statue has been.
destroyed by'treasurer~hunters.· The large size of the
yantragala and of the pedestaled stone-seat is ample evid-
.ence to show that they appert ad.ned to an image of consider-
able proportions. And the stone floorings in the !m~ge-
houses in the sacred quadrangles at Toluvila and Pacina-
t1ssa-pabbata too have partly or totally disappeared today.
It is quite possi ble that these excellent stone slabs have
been removed by the villagers. On the other hand, an image-
house may have satisfied the needs of a community of monks
better than a bodhi tree. .

Coming back to the pabbata-vihiirae , the concept of a
building complex for residential purposes, separate from the
quadrangle of sacred shrines, appears to be a later develop-
ment. In the earliest monasteries there is no doubt that
the monks resided within the same precincts as the sacred
edifices. Among the pabbata-vi~ras Pankuliya perhaps rep-
resents the earlier phase, when the arama precincts were one
self-contained. unit. We find it difficult to agree'with the
view that the non-religious buildings could not be located
outside the quadrangle on account of the surrounding land
being marshy, forcing the architects to accommodate them in
the quadrangle itself.61 If the land was marshy, the first
reaction o·fthe architects .would have been to abandon the
site instead of violating the accepted canons of vastuiastra..
The other alternative would have been to locate the sacred
quadrangle in such a way as to give room for an outer bay to
accommodate the other buildings. It is, therefore, very
unlikely that they straightaway went for the third alternativ
I am inclined to think that Pankuliya provides the best examp
among the existing ruins, of the earliest type ot pabbata-
vihara , while the Vijayariuna'and the Pacinatissa-pabbata
represent the intermediate stage, when the non-religious
buildings were taken out of the sacred precincts and accommo-
dated outside it but within the dwelling platform surrounding
the quadrangle. Toluvila and Puliyankulama perhaps represent
the culmination of this development, with separateresident!al'

61. Prematilleke and Silva, ibid. p. 65.
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precincts centering round an image-house located either
inside or outside the area girdled by the moat and connected
to the shrine complex.bya road. (Fig~ 8)

The type of G1:~amadiscussed in the Vastuvidyasastra
must belong to~he earliest phase represented by Pankuliya,
:when all buildings, religious, ecclesiastical and residen.-
tial, were dispositioned within one complex. tt must, how-
ever, be pointed out that, as far as the Elacement of the
sacred edifices goes, all the pabbata-viharas except Panku-
liya follow the layout of the Hastyarama described in our
text, quite apart from the fact that the ancillary buildings
are located outside the quadrangle. Judging from the posi-
tions of the three sacred edifices and the prasada, Pankul1ya- .•.. -'appears to follow the layout of the Gokularama-vikranta with
the entrance from the south. Since all the ancillary build-
ings in this complex have not been properly identified and
our text does not mention the locations of most of such
buildings in its description of the Gokularama, we are unable
to sal !hether the layout of Pankuliya fits ex!ctly into the
Gokularama pattern. All the other pabbata-viharas ment!o~ed
above, with the exception of Toluvila, follow the Hastyarama
layout, with the main entrance in the south, while Toluvila
roughly corresponds to the Hastyarama, with the main entrance
in the north. (Fig. 9)

Of the provincial pabbata-vihGras the Magul~ahavihara
clearly belongs to the HastY&r8m! type with the entrance in
the south, Vessagiri and Pulukunavi (in the Gal Oya valley)
to the Hastyarama with the entrance in the east, while both
Kaludiyapokuna and Manikdena (in the Matale District) corres-., .pond to the layout of Toluvila. (Fig. 10 & 11)

The Types of Building in the Monastery Complex.

The work discusses the architecture of the image-house in
great detail. It speaks of two types of image-house, minor
(alpa) and major (rnahat), the former having one to three
storeys and the latter with four to twelve storeys. The sty-
lobate (masUraka) the wooden columns and the entablature
(prastara) receive full treatment. Three varieties of raised
floor of the garbhagrha are also described. The image-house
was undoubtedly the most beautiful expression of Sinhalese



80nastic architecture. Its high basement was adorned with
various mouldings and the walls richly decorated with panja-

ras. An imposing ornamental
arch (tora~a) in front greet-
ed the visitor.62
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As I have dealt with
the stupa in some detail
elsewhere,,63 here it would
suffice to say that it was
still the most conspicuous
edifice in a monastery comp-
lex, but definitely of modest
proportions when compared with
the great stUpas of Mahavihara
and Abhayagiri-viharas. The
architecture of the other
three edifices, the bodhives-
man, the sabr~ and the
pr·asada, was marked by a
simplicitly befitting a monas-
tery of the followers of the
Dispassionate One.

The work mentions more than twenty !YEes of ,ancillary
buildings which might well ,belong to an arama of average size.
Of these the bhojanasaZa (refectory) and the bhaktaZaya (kitchen)
are the most common buildings which would have been indispensable
adjuncts to any monastery complex.64 It appears that sometimes
provisions were brought by the devotees,who prepared the ~eals
in the kitchen and served them to the monks in the bhojanaZaya.65

62. See note 39 above.
63. E.W. Marasinghe, 'New Light on Ancient SinhaZese Stupa

Architecture in The Sri Lanka J07).:t'naZof the Hwnanities,
vol. 10 p. 105-121.

64. See VVS. ii, 512-524.
65~ See Epigraphia ZeyZanica, vol. III, London (1933) p. 258-

260; Hiuen Tsiang, op.cit. Vol. 2, p. 250:
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The text confirms tha! !he refectory had an open quadrancle
in the centre <aatuSAata) around which the IIOnks ••t'tor
meals. The kitchen, 'which was saal1'r than the retectory,
was situated alaost' alway. close to the latter, so.ett.e.

~w.;.;r
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~~styi"1I'Iawtt.h"01'th~ .4!1'tty,,~ Ha,t~ -Ittt o.~ ewt-r.,.c:e.
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in the same ko~tha, but generally in the adjacent koq~ha.
These two build!nss were otten located in !~e no!th-ea.t
quarter ~f the arama, specifically in the lsa, Jayanta and
Aditi bhagas. This is amply corroborated by the'majority of
the existing sites in Anuradhapura. Sometimes they occupy the
V.yu, Kukhya or Soaa ko~rhas and seldom the Nirfta or Sugrlva.

I
Next in importance comes the nondescript p~atihaPmya, which !

in all probability was a residential building reserved for visit-!
ing monks. The prasada proper is occasionally referred to as i

~a, and the p~atiharmya may, therefore, denote an additional
prasada meant for the use of visiting brethren from outside.
There is no regular location fixed for this building, but it j,

was usually positioned away from the main shrines, thus increas- I
iug the possibility of its being a hall of residence. UnfGrtu- ~
nately the Vastuvidyasastra is quite silent about its functional ~
use. The only other building about which the ,work has something
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to say is the Jwmasala, which appears ~~ be a hall for medi-
tation rather than a sacrificial hall. It was always placed
very close to the entrance, sometimes directly facing the
entrance. It is, however, difficult to guess why a meditation
hall was located in an area least congenial for serious medi-
tation.

Two ot~er interesting types of building mentioned are
the yak~adhaman (demons' lodge) and the divywna~4apa (gods'
pkvilion). It is possible that these two edifices were set
apart for housing_statues of Mahayani£ ~emons, gods and goddes-
ses. The yak~adhaman, like the homasaZa, either directly
faces the vis"itor or stands very close to the entrance. The
baZip£fha stood almost aiways to the left of the yak~ad~an

"and may have served as the altar on which oblations were
offere~ 10 the demons and departed spirits. Similarly the
havyasala, which was generally confined to the south-east
quadrant, must have served as the hall where oblations were
offered to the deities. The divyamandapa, on the other hand,
is situated away from the entrance and the sacred shrines.

The hospital (rogalaya) is located almost regularly in
the Mukhla k£9~ha and seldom in the Vayu or Soma. The bath-
house (vari~aZa) is always confined to the south-west quad-
rant and otten located in the Varuna or Mitra kostha. The. ...
flower-hall (pu?pama~apa) is always in the Sugriva ko?pha.
It is difficult to say what purpose was served by this build-
ing.It was probably a small room where fresh fiowers were
kept to be used for the daily offerings by the monks. The
urinal (sruta~aZa) and the lavatory (malamok?a) bave been
entioned only "once in connexion with the Gokulirama with the
southern entrance. "IIith;!;sinstance, quite logically, the
urinal is placed in the Vayu and the lavatory in the Varu~a,
the 80'1a lying between these two kOfi~has, apparently being
considered unsuitable for locating buildings. At Toluvila,
which has the main entrance in the no~th, the placing of the
urinal and the lavatory in the Agnibhaga is perfectly in_
order. TWo other popular structures are the granary (dh~ya-
SaZa) and the drumming-hall (bherigrha), the former generally
favouring the P~thividhara and Aditya ko~~has, the latter
usually occupying one of the several outer kOfl~has lying bet-
we~n Varu~a and Agni. The other buildings mentioned in the

66. op, cit., it, 525-530 a.
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work are the dance-hall (nrty~~4aPa), the preachin~-hall
cdharmamandapa) and the vyakhyanamar:c!apa (lecture-hall?).

Every arama has two gates, the main gate (mahGdvara> or
entrance, and the side gate (pak?advara or k?udradvara), which.
is most probably the exit. The latter is placed always on the

.side which the'devotee who has entered the precincts reaches
last in the course of his peregrination in circumambulatory
order. Thus, if the entrance is in the east, the side gate
or exit is located in the north. This rule has been strictly
adhered to in all cases without exception. The same practical ! .consideration must have definitely influenced the placing of
the entrance and exit of'the pratimagrha of t!!isperiod. The .-.
sacred quadrangles of most of the pabbata-viharas have, how-
ever, entrances/exits in all the four directions.

Summary.

In the forego!ns pages I have attempted to ~stablish
that the Vas tuvidyasastra, attributed to Manjusri speaks of an
architectural tradition pertaining to Buddhist monasteries,
which belonge~ to a_very early period in the history of archi-
tecture in Sri Lanka., This is supported by internal as well
as external evidence, which help us to assign the work to the
5th or 6th century A.C. Unfortunately, the type of monastery
envisaged in the work has vanished without trace from the
Mahameghavana, giving way to the great monasteries that began
to grow around the great stupas. Perhaps the only vestiges
that still remain of this great tradition are noticeable in
the so.•called pabbata-viharas, the monastery at Pankuliya
providinl the best example. Until the present excavations in
the Anuradhapura area are properly carried out and completed,
we may have to rest content with the evidence already ava!l-
able in our attempt to relate the theory set out in the Vastu-
vidyasastra to the actual practice that obtained in its day
among the adherents of the Mahayana school in Sri Lanka.67

67. A summary of this paper was presented at the Pirs't Nai-iotu:
ArohaeoZogioaZ Congress held from 28th to'30th November,
1986, at the Sri Lanka Foundation Institute, Colombo.


